CAGJ celebrated twenty years of organizing in 2021! The energy that propelled us from the 1999 WTO uprising to our founding a year later has carried us through two more decades, which is a remarkable achievement to survive that long as a small grassroots organization. We thank our dedicated members, donors, and volunteers for making it happen! Sadly, we marked this anniversary during the second year of the pandemic, thus we weren’t able to celebrate with a giant dance party, as we had hoped. But we do have a beautiful video of members and partners sharing their love for CAGJ, and it is amazing to see how we’ve changed lives, inspired people, and been a home for activists who care about global justice. And we WILL have a dance party - stay tuned!

The pandemic has impacted our work in so many ways. On the plus side, working from home means less transportation time, and more cooking good food and time with family. We’ve been able to engage more people outside of the Northwest than ever before. Yet there are so many negatives. Most significantly, the devastating loss of life and criminal politicization of the health crisis continues, with over 6 million people having died from COVID around the world. Pharmaceutical companies continue to block access to vaccines, caring more about their bottom line than about humanity. This unfortunately means that most people in the world aren’t feeling the glimmers of hope that we are here in the US, as cases go down and in-person gatherings seem more and more possible.

Community organizing is challenging when we’ve been disconnected from one another for so long and are facing Zoom fatigue. CAGJ had hoped to send members to participate in the annual gathering of Alliance for Food Sovereignty in Africa (AFSA) in Nairobi, but with the emergence of the omicron variant, we made the difficult decision not to travel. We were grateful to have the opportunity to direct some of the money we fundraised to two of our Kenyan partners instead, Grow BioIntensive Centre of Kenya (G-BIACK) and Daniel Maingi of Growth Partners Africa and Kenya Food Rights Alliance.

While we could not meet in person this year, our collaborations with AFSA and other partners around the world have grown considerably. We worked with broader collectives to strategize and alert the world about the corporate capture of food systems funded largely by the Gates Foundation, notably through the UN Food Systems Summit in September 2021 and through the renewed calls for funding by the Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA). The momentum was exciting, as it allowed us to hire a new organizer - Ashley Fent - and we got funding to carry out a dream project, a 5 part short film series, which we hope will help us reach new audiences. We are thrilled to see the ranks of AGRA Watch growing lately!

We have so many plans for 2022! We are cautiously returning to some in-person gatherings, starting with a May Hike-a-Thon, then SLEE, which will be held outdoors in June! Our strategic planning process is leading us in exciting new directions, including membership meetings, new campaigns, and an updated website.

At the same time that we’re very excited about these new directions, my heart is heavy seeing the brutality of the invasion of Ukraine and its terrible material and psychological impacts on Ukrainian people, near and far. This humanitarian crisis compounds the emotional weight of events over the past few years and puts new demands on already-strained psyches. Meanwhile, we continue to see widespread climate inaction and so many other threats to foodways, communities, peace, and the planet as a whole. May 2022 unite us in creating a stronger call for food sovereignty, ending our reliance on the fossil fuel economy, and remembering that another world is indeed possible—together, we can bring it into being.

In solidarity,
Heather

Heather Day
CAGJ BY THE NUMBERS IN 2021

118,000  Unique visitors to CAGJ’s website
$20,557   Monthly Sustainer donations in 2021 from 86 people
8,800    Unique visitors to the Zine website (since launch in May)
$2500    Raised for Kenya Solidarity Fund
1113    Webinar & Film screening registrants
954    New Instagram followers
35    Contributors to Our Food, Our Right: Recipes for a New Normal
35    Rise Up! Summer School participants
23    Interns
6    Contracted Organizers
3    Short films produced with AFSA for Rich Appetite series
1    Staff

Above photos from the July 2022 theater action at the Gates Foundation to protest the foundation’s support of industrialized agriculture.
CAGJ’s New Zine: Both Digital and Print!
In 2021 the Food Justice Project formed the Zine Collective to publish a third edition of CAGJ’s publication (Zine as in a DIY magazine/book). We collaborated with artists and community members to produce our Zine titled Our Food, Our Right: Recipes for a New Normal, featuring art, stories, and recipes from over 30 contributors. What is really special about this zine is that we created both a digital version, (including many accessibility features), and a beautiful print version that is 164 pages long! We invite you to explore illustrations, personal narratives and poems from Indigenous Alaska, Punjab, Puerto Rico, and the Pacific Northwest. Enjoy comic strips, block prints, and instructions for creating a fortune teller. Savor recipes for tea, truffles, soups, salmon, lumpia and more. These illuminating pieces stitch together food justice narratives that offer insights into the challenges of 2020. The murder of George Floyd galvanized us, while the global Covid pandemic, ongoing climate crises, and intense election season forced us into a new normal of chaos and uncertainty. By centering (re)connection with land, culture, and community, we invite a vibrant vision for working together to build a more just and generative world with food sovereignty for all. In 2022 we are seeking booksellers and libraries who want to order the book for their collections, and we are hoping to host a reading and cooking demonstration. Check out the online zine - zine.cagj.org - and order print copies in CAGJ’s online store: cagj.org/cagjstore

Rise Up! Summer School
FJP members also led the third round of Rise Up! Summer School - featuring a mostly virtual program for the 2nd year in a row. Participants connected with over 30 people from around the world who came together to grow in their organizing skills through the lens of food sovereignty. The 2021 theme was ‘Cultivating Care, Growing Movements’ where we explored the roots of movement building, incorporating joy, and centering ‘love as the practice of freedom’ in the practice of bell hooks (may she rest in power!). Rise Up! facilitated three panel conversations, three discussion sessions and a field trip to Cooperativa Tierra y Libertad, the cooperatively-run farm founded by the leadership of Farmworker union and CAGJ solidarity partner, Familias Unidas por la Justicia (FUJ). The 2022 Organizing Collective has started to meet to plan the 4th iteration of this program, starting this June!

Solidarity with our Partners
CAGJ’s was excited to feature our longtime FJP partners - Got Green, Familias Unidas, UFCW 21 and Block Corporate Salmon - in the opening event for Summer School, in a panel highlighting the links between food chain workers. We’re hoping to continue that conversation in 2022, about how we can connect food workers’ struggles across the state. Earlier in the year, Got Green’s Jill Mangaliman also brought a local perspective on climate justice organizing to our AGRA Watch event, which aimed to counter Bill Gates’ new book on climate. We were honored to fight alongside UFCW 21 to get workers elected to PCC’s board for the first time in many years.
"CAGJ has been there since the beginning of our union here in Skagit County, promoting the boycott and setting up a solidarity picket line at stores, being on marches, bringing people up for different events, making the drive up whether it be here in Skagit or in Whatcom County. CAGJ also supported last year during the strikes that were happening in Yakima with the processing workers…thanks for all the work you do, CAGJ."

Edgar Franks, Organizing Director, Familias Unidas por la Justicia

Stop GE Salmon Campaign
The Block Corporate Salmon campaign had tremendous momentum in 2021, led by Uprooted and Rising organizers, with whom CAGJ is grateful to collaborate! Genetically engineered salmon got the green light to be sold to US consumers for the first time this year. AquaBounty claims they’re harvesting the salmon from their Indiana facility, however they have so far failed to bring it to market. When we found out that seafood distributor Samuels and Son had signed a contract to sell GE salmon, we researched their customers (based in the Philadelphia area), and started alerting chefs to refuse to serve it. Due to the pressure of a petition led by CAGJ combined with a national day of action organized by Block Corporate Salmon, the multinational food service corporation Aramark publicly clarified their opposition to GE salmon citing Indigenous Sovereignty as their reason. This was a huge win for the campaign but also a great honoring of the work that CAGJ has been doing alongside tribes for years. We will continue to educate and mobilize to block GE salmon, in collaboration with Northwest Tribes whose leadership on food sovereignty issues keeps the issue in the public eye, as well as our national partners Center for Food Safety and Friends of the Earth. You can follow @blockcorporatesalmon on Instagram for calls to action and political education.

Trade Justice

Global Vaccine Access Now!
CAGJ’s Trade Justice organizing in 2021 focused on the global call for an emergency TRIPS waiver by the World Trade Organization, which would pave the way for global access to the Covid-19 vaccine. Without it, pharmaceutical companies get to continue protecting their intellectual property rights, allowing only rich countries to access life-saving vaccines while the rest of the world goes without; this is vaccine apartheid. CAGJ helped organize a rally at the Gates Foundation to call on the Seattle City Council to pass a resolution demanding Biden support the TRIPS waiver. As a result of our organizing with Coalition of Seattle Indian-Americans, Socialist Alternative, and the WA Fair Trade Coalition, and with the support of Councilmember Kshama Sawant, Seattle was the first city to pass such a resolution (and Biden supported it much to our surprise)! We kept up the pressure on the WTO to ensure universal vaccine access by co-organizing a candlelight vigil and a Die-In. In this work we’ve highlighted how the Gates Foundation always aims to protect intellectual property rights in everything they do, to the detriment of public health. The clock keeps ticking—it’s now been almost two years since the waiver was first proposed by South Africa and India.
AGRA Watch

Dynamic collaborations, partnerships, and coalition-building
Over the past year, AGRA Watch worked with broader coalitions to strategize in advance of the United Nations Food Systems Summit (UNFSS), where Gates and AGRA played leading roles in pushing undemocratic agendas. We continued collaborating with the US Food Sovereignty Alliance around these efforts, and also co-founded a new collaborative group of organizations, working with AFSA and other African and international organizations. As part of our work, we published a report that traced connections between the Gates Foundation and the UNFSS, including the appointment of Agnes Kalibata, the president of AGRA, as the Special Envoy for the summit. We organized an in-person participatory theater action at the Gates Foundation headquarters in downtown Seattle as part of the People’s Summit, a coordinated, decentralized day of action occurring outside of and in opposition to the co-optation of UNFSS.

Theater Protest at the Gates Foundation
On July 16, 2021, we performed “Disarming Gates,” a sketch written by Ed Mast and AGRA Watch. An actor playing Bill Gates is seated at a table (in front of the Foundation headquarters), as various people come out carrying plates labeled with aspects of the industrial agriculture model Gates supports. In response, Gates says “you’re welcome, you’re welcome” over and over. The crowd (representing civil society) demands a change, and in response we see plates marked with better alternatives, including food and seed sovereignty and agroecology. The sketch ends with everyone–attendees and performers–sitting down for an abundant platter of both real and artistic food and snacks. Featuring klezmer music by former CAGJ organizer Simone Adler! The video was featured in a virtual protest of the UNFSS, and can be found on CAGJ’s YouTube channel; please register while you’re there!

In addition to participating in coalitions around UNFSS, we also collaborated with AFSA and other partners on other campaigns. We participated in wider efforts to tell the AGRA story in US media, and collaborated with other groups and individuals to send out press releases, develop materials, and promote press conferences held by AFSA and the Southern African Faith Communities’ Environment Institute (SAFCEI). We also supported AFSA by hosting a “Zero Response” campaign on our website, which counted up the number of days that the Gates Foundation hadn’t responded to letters by AFSA and allowed people to automatically tweet messages shaming the Gates Foundation. As a result of various concerted efforts, in which this website feature played a role, the Gates Foundation finally responded (albeit unsatisfactorily). And we partnered with A Growing Culture for the first time, co-producing social media posts on white saviorism and the digitalization of agriculture, which is being pushed by Gates and other large donors. This collaboration allowed us to reach new followers and audiences on Instagram.

We had hoped to connect with AFSA in person at their annual meeting, held in Nairobi this year (originally planned for Addis Ababa, but relocated due to ongoing conflict between the Ethiopian government and Tigrayan rebels). However, the emergence of the omicron variant of COVID compelled us, after much reflection, to exercise caution and not travel. Instead, we used the money we fundraised to support two of our longtime Kenyan partners: GBIAK (Grow Biointensive Centre of Kenya) and Daniel Maingi of Growth Partners Africa and Kenya Food Rights Alliance.

“In congratulations to CAGJ and AGRA Watch on your 20th anniversary. We have come a long way and done great things since we forged this great partnership and alliance. As you celebrate two decades of very impactful work, we cannot help but be amazed at all that you have done and your victories. Indeed, it is encouraging to find another strong voice in this struggle.”

Mariann Bassey
AFSA & Friends of the Earth Nigeria and Africa
Community education

AGRA Watch organized three webinars this year, with a combined total of over 1000 registrants. The first event was organized to challenge Bill Gates’ book on climate, including perspectives from Million Belay (AFSA), Jill Magaliman (Got Green), and Sylvia Robles (ETC Group). As part of Summer School, we also held a public webinar to raise awareness about the UNFSS, focusing on the Gates Foundation’s role in the corporate capture of food systems. Another was held as part of a UNFSS counter-mobilization event we helped co-organize with the National Family Farm Coalition and others, and featured Anne Maina (BIBA-Kenya) and Edie Mukibi (Slow Food International). We also published two op-eds in Seattle papers, one in the South Seattle Emerald and the other in Real Change (reprinted also via Common Dreams). Our visibility also got another boost with an excerpt of our investigation of the Cornell Alliance for Science being published in Vandana Shiva’s book Philanthrocapitalism and the Erosion of Democracy—Heather was also honored to speak on a panel with Vandana Shiva, organized by Yes! Magazine as part of the book launch.

Our research, now on film!

We launched a 5-part short film series, Rich Appetites: How Big Philanthropy is Shaping the Future of Food in Africa, which is co-produced with AFSA and examines problems with the Gates Foundation-funded industrial agricultural model being pushed onto African farmers. The series (to be completed by summer 2022) will demonstrate the dangers of philanthrocapitalism while also amplifying agroecology and food sovereignty, as practiced by our partner organizations in Africa. You can watch the films at richappetitesfilm.com!

All this would not have been possible without the stellar leadership of our AGRA Watch Research Consultant, Ashley Fent, whom we hired on a short-term contract over the summer and who has conducted background research and writing for the films. Our capacity also got another boost when we hired Tejaswi Dantuluri to assist with research for the film series! Thank you also to our AGRA Watch core committee, interns, volunteers, and guest bloggers who made fantastic contributions to our work over the past year.

Looking ahead

In 2022, stay tuned for the launch of the full Rich Appetites film series, featuring our African partners. We will also submit the films to festivals, and organize screenings with universities and community groups across the country; let us know if you would like to host a film screening! We plan to send several AGRA Watch members to AFSA’s annual meeting this fall, and hope to send a delegation to the COP climate negotiations taking place in Egypt, where the focus will be on how to tackle the impact of agribusiness on climate. We also hope to incorporate more in-person events and opportunities for community engagement, while maintaining the more geographically expansive connections and partnerships that virtual organizing has made possible!
STRENGTHENING OUR FOOD SOVEREIGNITY MOVEMENT

Alliance-Building
CAGJ continued to play a leadership role in the US Food Sovereignty Alliance, and co-organized the 13th annual Food Sovereignty Prize, awarded to the Colombian peasant movement FENSUAGRO and the Indigenous group Eastern Woodlands Rematriation of the northeastern US. AGRA Watch participated in the International Relations Collective, while Heather convened the Support Collective and helped USFSA organize a series of trainings on undoing white supremacy, facilitated by Shakara Tyler. Heather was invited to join the Executive Board of National Family Farm Coalition, and looks forward to seeing our partners in person again when NFFC hosts their summer gathering and lobster-fest this August!

Holding the Gates Foundation Accountable
AGRA Watch participated in multiple alliances in 2021, in the lead up to the UN Food Systems Summit. Working with US Right to Know and Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy, CAGJ co-convenes a loose network of organizations to support the Alliance for Food Sovereignty in Africa. We are pleased to be collaborating more closely with groups we greatly respect including GRAIN, ETC. Group, A Growing Culture and others! Our global connections with groups opposing Gates were also deepened through our collaboration with Vandana Shiva’s organization Navdanya, whose 2020 report was published in 2022 as a book, which led to our Director having the honor of co-presenting with Shiva in a webinar in February. As the pressure of holding the Gates Foundation accountable grows every day, it is critical that we collaborate closely with allied organizations, and continue to build and deepen relationships with our African partners.

Solidarity with Indian Farmer Protests
After researching and publishing a call to action in late 2020, CAGJ was grateful for the opportunity to speak at a protest in early 2021 in solidarity with India’s farmer movement, who held historic marches and blockades to protest the Modi administration’s proposals that would devastate small-scale producers. Heather shared messages of solidarity from US farmers which were warmly received by the protestors representing diasporic Indian communities. We also built a relationship with the Coalition of Seattle Indian-Americans in our organizing to fight for global access to COVID-19 vaccines.

15th SLEE Gala Celebrating CAGJ’s 20th Anniversary
CAGJ’s 15th Annual SLEE Gala, where we also celebrated our 20th anniversary, was held virtually for the second year in a row. Thanks to Loki Fish Company and Clean Greens, many of our guests feasted the night of SLEE in their own homes, while enjoying the beautiful music of Sin Fronteras and Seattle Fandango Project, and the brilliant keynote by author, film-maker and activist Raj Patel. He spoke to the importance of CAGJ’s organizing in 2021, stating “it’s vital that the kinds of storytelling and the kinds of mobilizing around say, “Rich Appetites,” that enable us to stop egregious moments like the UN Food Systems Summit, continue.” Watch Raj’s SLEE keynote on CAGJ’s YouTube channel, as well as a video produced just for our 20th anniversary featuring members and partners from around the world!
BUILDING A STRONGER CAGJ FOR THE NEXT 20 YEARS

Over the past year we’ve been engaged in two projects to strengthen our effectiveness: an in-depth Program Evaluation, and the development of a ‘visual and communication identity’ strategy (or branding, as it is more commonly called). It was a joy to celebrate our 20th Anniversary in 2021, and we want to ensure the next twenty years continue to be sustainable and impactful.

Applying CAGJ’s Theory of Change

In 2021 we conducted a Program Evaluation with the able assistance of Chris Iberle and Noël Hutton by reviewing CAGJ’s recent strategies, tactics, and activities through the lens of our Theory of Change, to see if we are indeed working towards the hoped-for impacts we had identified. With the guidance of consultant Scott Winn, we’ve met recently to act on recommendations that came out of that process, namely considering a new structure for engaging members, and assessing ways to strengthen our leadership and governance.

As a result of this work, CAGJ may move from a model of three programs (currently Food Justice Project, AGRA Watch, and Trade Justice) to a model oriented around broader work areas that stem from CAGJ’s Theory of Change. We are currently in the process of evaluating this proposal and how to implement it.

New Website & Updated Visual Identity

We are hoping to build a new website in 2022! In preparation, we’re working on strengthening how we visually represent our work in order to more effectively engage with our community. Working with consultant Debbie Carlsen, we conducted a survey and interviewed members, data which will be used to articulate a clear description of what CAGJ is all about, and to identify stories that illustrate CAGJ’s unique impact. This will become part of a larger communication plan that will help guide CAGJ moving forward.

Thanks to CAGJ’s Lead Organizers!

In addition to our core of volunteer members and interns, whose steadfast commitment is inspiring, CAGJ’s work has been co-led by part-time consultants over the past two years, due to how we’ve adapted to the circumstances of the pandemic. We are so grateful for the leadership of Momo Wilmse-Crowe, who served as FJP Co-Chair, Zine Coordinator and, for a short time, a paid organizer, lending her brilliance in particular to our social media! We were sad to say good-bye to Noël Hutton in early 2022, as she played a lead role for the past year and a half in many aspects of CAGJ’s organizing, in particular Rise Up Summer School and strategic planning (but we are excited she will continue her organizing for global vaccine access in her new job!). We’ve brought on Deb Orieta to coordinate Summer School in 2022, and are so grateful to Sara Lavenhar for continuing to hold down the fort as our operations and tech goddess. AGRA Watch has benefited greatly from Ashley’s Fent’s leadership since she came on in July 2021, and Tejaswi Dantuluri contributed research to our Rich Appetites film series, working from her many homes abroad! Last but note least, our SLEE coordinators always work hard to put on a beautiful event; thanks to Lisa Colligan for her great work in 2021, and Pukhraj Sidhu for coordinating in 2022!
Momentum has been building in CAGJ over the past year and a half, especially due to our partnership with Alliance for Food Sovereignty in Africa (AFSA). By forging deeper bonds with AFSA and other international groups, our work has expanded, and we’ve reached new donors. In order to take advantage of multiple opportunities, we took a leap of faith in 2021 that we would get sufficient funding to bring on a new full-time organizer in July, to help lead the opposition to the United Nations Food Systems Summit, led by AGRA’s President Agnes Kalibata. Ashley Fent hit the ground running, and was able to put her film-making skills to use when a donor mentioned they thought making a short films series would be a good idea -- a longtime dream of AGRA Watch! While we did receive two new grants for this work, we hope to greatly expand our grant funding in 2022.

CAGJ has made it through the pandemic, despite limited opportunities to connect one on one with our members, which is the bread and butter of organizing! We are reaching new folks by expanding our programs beyond Seattle through zoom, and soon will be back to hosting in-person events with our members. We are so grateful to our members for their generous support of CAGJ, with a special shout-out to our Monthly Sustainers! We also greatly appreciate these donors who’ve funded our work year-in and year-out: UFCW 3000, Seymour and Sylvia Rothchild Family Foundation, Stansbury Family Foundation and Swift Foundation. In addition, CAGJ relies on our SLEE attendees, volunteers, table captains, and sponsors to support our annual signature event, held virtually in 2021; we are so excited to be back in person in 2022! Big thanks to our SLEE Sponsors: Central Co-op, Farmer Direct Organic, Friends of the Earth, New Roots Organics, PCC Community Markets, Social Justice Fund, UAW 4121 and UFCW 3000, in addition to our in-kind Sponsors: Clean Greens Farm & Market, Loki Fish Co., and Real Change News!

“I really appreciate CAGJ for the ways working with the organization really politicized me around food and agriculture right as I had graduated from college and had moved to Seattle. And I really attribute CAGJ in a lot of ways for why I’m a farmer today and why I know anything about anything about organizing.”

Emma Shorr, former AGRA Watch Co-Chair

### Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising Event</td>
<td>$19,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$107,637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainers</td>
<td>$18,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>$61,126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchandise</td>
<td>$2,130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Income</strong></td>
<td><strong>$208,657</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personnel</td>
<td>$69,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing</td>
<td>$77,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin</td>
<td>$34,936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$18,118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$200,109</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Beginning Balance:** $76,127  
**Ending Balance:** $85,377
Thank you to everyone who makes CAGJ’s organizing for a better world possible!
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Get involved and stay connected in 2022!

CAGJ is run by our volunteer members and there are many ways to plug in!
- Become a Member by making a one-time donation or just complete our online form!
- Become a Sustaining Member by signing up to contribute on a monthly basis
- Help to organize our annual SLEE Gala
- Volunteer for a project or work area as an Intern!
- Stay informed about upcoming opportunities by signing up for our monthly e-mail newsletter, project listservs, and connecting with us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
- Come to an event, webinar or action - check out the calendar on our website.
- Contact us to talk about specific ways you would like to contribute!

Community Alliance for Global Justice Celebrates
16th Annual SLEE Gala
Strengthening Local Economies Everywhere!
SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 2022
3 - 5PM IN PERSON, OUTDOORS
TICKETS AVAILABLE SOON

SLEE Garden Party!
Keynote by Black Star Farmers

Black Star Farmers was born in the Capitol Hill Organized Protest (CHOP), and is dedicated to creating safe, joyful, and supportive spaces for BIPOC communities to reclaim their ancestral foodways, while facilitating difficult conversations about race and inequality. Several presenters will tell their story about Food Sovereignty and Indigeneity.